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RINGKASAN

Data daripada kajian keseragaman tanah dari jagung manis UPM Bakti I, yang dijalankan di

kawasan penyelidikan Agronomi, Universiti Pertanian Malaysia, telah digunakan untuk menentukan saiz

plot optima dan bentukllot yang sesuai bagi tanaman tersebut. Kaedah yang telah dicadangkan oleh

burlr (1938) telah digunakan bagi tujuan ini. Keputusan telah menunjukkan saiz plot optima bagi jagung

adalah 9.0 m persegi dan boleh disusun dalam sebarang bentuk dan arah'

INTRODUCTION or when expressed in logarithmic form as;

A c c o r d i n g  t o  K H A L I D  ( l g 7 g ) ,  t h e  l o g V * : l o g V r - b l o g x  " " " " " " ( 2 )

degree of precision of an experiment

depends on the intrinsic variabil ity of the where V* is the variance per unit area of plots

experimental material and the accuracy of of size x basic units' V1 is.the variance among

the design of the experiment which includes the basic units' and b is the index of soil

consideration of plot size and shape. These heterogeneity' The linear logarithm was

are some of the basic problems that always shown to be true in 39 other uniformity trials'

confront researchers in making decision in and could be generalised so that it could be

their f ield experimentation. The problem applicable to any size of f ield with some

often arises because the variabil ity of the adjustmentof theregressioncoefficient'

:ffil#Jl"*i,iliil,L1-,l"rLl;J:iJ"rui: ,n" ,'*'-'^1;'jH";l,T::.'.'J;;:1,,;;:1':
the maximum information per unit cost (i.e. 

uniformity trial for the determination of
the optimum plot size and shape) depend on

two factors: the variabil ity of the soil and the 
optimum plot size and shape for maize'

relative cost of experimentation. MATERIAL AND METHOD

Several procedures have been Pro-
posed for soil variabil ity estimation, but the

method derived by SIvlrrH (1938) is found to

be the most widely used (l(rlr-En, 1949;

BRtru and MASON. 1959; HalleuER, 1964 ;
CnEw and MesoN. 1963; Govez and

At-rcausex: 1968, Zunt-rce and GRrrloN,
1969;  WTEoIMANN and Lr . tNIwcER, 1963:

and KsRLto, 1919).

In Smith's uniformity trials on wheat,

he. postulated an empirical relationship that
explained the soil heterogeneity pattern by a
resression coefficient as follows: -

A uniformitl '  tr ial on maize was con-

ducted in July, 1979 at the AgronomY

Research Area of the Universit i Pertanian
Malaysia.  In  the t r ia l .  the indicator  var iety

was UPM Bakt i  I .  p lanted at75 x 30 cm in
one of the blocks occupying an area of24 x
l -5.6 m or  374.1sq metres.

No ferti l izer was applied. All agro-
nomic practices were kept as uniform as
possible and crop protection measures were

adopted as necessary.

The trial block was divided into 416

basic unit plots of size 0.6 x 1.5 m each. At
harvest, each basic unit was harvested by
hand and fresh weight of unhusked cobs was

recorded for statistical analysis.

v l
( l )
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Different plot sizes and shapes were
then obtained by adding together different
combinations of adjacent basic units. Only
combinations which exactly f itted into the
whole area were analyzed.

The method proposed by Smith was
applied to determine the degree of soil
heterogeneity. The index of soil hetero-
geneity, b, was estimated through the least
squares method from equation (2). Other
methods, such as soil productivity contour
map, serial coirelation and mean squares
among strips were used to further explain the
soi l  var iabi l i ty  pat tern.

Optimum plot size for unguarded plot
was estimated by using the following
equatlon: -

(3 )
( 1 - b )  k 2

where : -
k, : cost associated with the plot

b 
: .ott associated with the unit area

b : adjusted regression coefficient from
uniformity trial.

Estimates of cost in man-hour were
obtained by consultation, reference and
discussion with those researchers familiar
with the crop. This is as presented inTable l.

Differences between plot shape of the
same number of basic units were tested for
significance by comparing their variances
(\). fne most suitable plot shape for a given
plot size is shown by the smallest variance
value.

RESULTSAND DISCUSSION

Soil Variability and Fertility Pattern

The pattern of the soil variability is
shown by the ferti l i ty contour map cons-
tructed based on the moving averages of
adjacent plots (Figure l). The pattern shows
that there is a bidirectional ferti l i ty gradient
occurring in the area. By comparing the
mean square value among columns to that
among rows, the relatively higher mean
square value among columns indicate greater
variabil ity of soil ferti l i ty in the column-wise
direction than in the row-wise direction.

b k r

Table L Estimates of cost in man-hours for conducting a maize experiment

Operation
Man-hour/sq m

K2
Man-hours/plot

K 1

Land preparation

Plot arrangement

Sowing

Thinning

Ridging

Ferti l ization

Weeding

Pest control

Disease control

Field inspection

Harvesting

Weighing and data recording

Data preparation and analysis

0.004167
0.004167
0.005555

0.025000
0.004167
0.004167
0.004167

0.025000

0.077122

0.30966s
0.387083
0.309665

0.041285
0.,16,1500
0.619271
0.333333

Total
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Legend: g /basrc  unr t

By apply ing Smith 's  merhod,  rhe
relationship between variance per unit area
against plot size (Figure 2 ) was determined to
be :  -

tog \  1 .7153 -  0.  1107 log x

The relatively high value of the coefficient of
determination (R' : 72.74C.) confirmed
that the data obtained from the trial supports
the application of this technique (Tabte 2).

According to SMrrH (1938), the b value
varies from zero to unity. When the value of
b approaches unity, it indicates a low correla-
tion between adjacent units, and conversely,
a value near zero indicates a high degree of
similarity or a strong correlation exists
between adjacent plots. The relatively low b
value (b :  0 .1107**  at  P<0.01)  obta ined
indicated that the status of the soil ferti l i ty
among the adjacent units was highly

S l i l c  l l  h h  n t m  I  n l e t c r

100 3m 5m (s9

Figure I. Fertility contour map based on moving averages o.f uttiforntitv mai:.e t,ield tlata,
Agronomv Research Area, U.P.M.

Figure 2. Relationship between variance
per unit area (Vr) and plot size (x)
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Table 2. ANOVA with the empirical logarithmic relationship between plot variabil ity and plot
size fitted to the uniformity data

Degrees of
Freedom

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Square

F - value

Regression

Deviation from regression

Total

1

7

8

123.9524

16.4523

170.4048

123.9524

6.6360

18.6788* *

**Signi f icant  at  the 0.01 probabi l i ty  level .

correlated. Therefore, increasing the plot
size is not an effective measure of increasing
the degree of precision of an experimental
result.

Variability and Plot Size

The relationship between the
coefficient of variation and plot size is shown
in Figure 3. There was a progressive decrease
in the coefficient of variation as plot size
increased, especially in the first 10 basic units
plot size. The rate of decrease was reduced
tremendously when plot size came to about
14 basic units or 12.6 sq m that is, at the
maximum curvature of the curve.

l 0 r r { s @

t h b ( k  d b d )

Figure 3. Relationship between coefficient
of variation (CV) and plot si7e, x basic unit

By using equat ion (3) ,  the opt imum
plot size was estimated to be 10 basic units or
9.0 sq metres.

As can be seen from the formula (3),
the optimum plot size is influenced not onlv
by the index of soil heterogeneity, but also by
costs consideration.

Variability and Plot Shape

The among plot variances associated
with the different shapes of a given plot size
were compared using the F-test where the
test criteria was the ratio of the larger to the
smaller variance. The results are shown in
Table -1. Non-significant results were
obta ined for  a l l  the compar isons.  This
indicated that ,  wi th in the range of  p lot  s izes
considered,  the shape of  the p lot ,  or  the
manner in which the basic unit l" 'ere com-
bined, did not have an1- appreciable effect
upon plot variabil ity. Therefore, for a given
plot size, the plot can be arranged in anv way
convenient to the researcher and to the shape
of the field.

The same findings were also reported
for other crops by SUIIH (1938),

WIEDIMANN and LPTNINCER (1963),

ToRRIE,, Sculrrors and Terupes (1963) and
Gorvrcz and ArtceusAN (1968). This is pro-
bably due to the uniformity or bidirectional
ferti l i ty gradient of the experimental site.

CONCLUSION

By using the index of soil heterogeneity
and experimental cost, the optimum plot size
for unguarded plot was determined to be 9.0
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Table 3. Variance per unit area, Vx, coefficient of variation, CV and F-test for plots of various

sizes and shape from maize uniformity trial

Plot size and shape
Vxdf CV F-test

Basic unit
( no . )

Width Length
no. of rows no. of columns

I

2

8

13

1 6

26

52

I

2

1

2

1

2

1

13

2

I J

I J

1

1

2

2

4

+

8

1

IJ

2

1

4r5 52 786.76 84.36

277 52 750.43 42.17 r.192

2r'7 44 257.04 38.62

103 41485.02 18.70

103 41 94I .14 18.80 1.011

sl 43 267.49 9.ss r.364

51 37 75r .65 8.17

31 38 988.14 5.58

2s 38 101.13 4.48

1s 37 102.02 2.72

t 37 633.43 r.37

NS

NS

ns : not significant

sq metres. Within the same size, plot shape
did not significantly affect plot variability
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SUMMARY

Data obtained from a sweet corn uniformity trial conducted at Agronomy Research Area,

Universiti Pertanian Malaysia has been used for the determination of optimum plot size and suitable plot

shape. The method proposed by Surrrn (1938) was applied for these purposes. The results showed that the

optimum plot size was estimated to be 9.0 sq m and can be arranged in any shape and direction.
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